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GET FUTURE-READY.

OPEL CORSA.
Discover the Corsa – the future-ready German city car, 
blending everyday driving fun with exciting big-car 
technology. Now available as petrol, diesel or 100 % 
electric.
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05*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

GET ATTENTION.

BOLD EXTERIOR DESIGN.
From its expressive front to its striking rear appearance: meet the Opel Corsa’s 
big personality that emphasizes the precision of German engineering. With 
a dynamic character, bold exterior design and its eye-catching silhouette. 
What’s your style? With the stylish coloured roof1 you can add black or 
white to your favourite exterior colour.
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INCREASE YOUR 
EXPECTATIONS.
CORSA HIGHLIGHTS.
With its bold design, first-in-class LED Matrix headlights* and 
its electric version, the Opel Corsa gives you everything you 
need for your daily driving fun.

PREMIUM COMFORT
The Corsa delivers a premium level of comfort with its 
various convenient functions, such as the in-seat massage*.

SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY
From wireless phone charging* to connected 
navigation systems*: the Opel Corsa offers everything 
you need to always stay connected and perfectly 
entertained.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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CLASS-LEADING INNOVATIONS AND SAFETY 
Opel continues to democratize innovations, that’s 
why the Opel Corsa comes with many new features and 
technologies, such as the full digital cluster*.

APPEALING DESIGN
Stand out from every point of view with Opel Corsa’s bold 
exterior design elements like the optional coloured roof 
in Summit White or Diamond Black*.

ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN
The Corsa-e. 100 % electric, without 
compromises. Easy as plug and play. 
Simply electric.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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09*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT.
LUXURIOUS FEELING.
Enter an interior that immediately impresses with 
its precise craftsmanship, sophisticated details 
and premium, high-quality materials. A sporty 
driver-orientated instrument panel with big-car 
personality makes you want to start your next journey 
right away.

LOADING SPACE
Got a lot of luggage? Up to 309 litres of boot capacity lets 
you fit it all in. Got even more luggage? Simply fold down the 
rear seats to maximize your Opel Corsa’s boot space. PANORAMIC SUNROOF*

Choose the optional panoramic sunroof2 with manual 
sunblind to make the interior of your Corsa even brighter.
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11*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

ENJOY PERFORMANCE.
DRIVING FUN.
When it comes to driving performance and efficiency, the Corsa engines 
are at the forefront. Whether petrol, diesel or full electric: the Corsa 
always offers a dynamic and smooth ride with low or even no emissions.

SPORT MODE*

The sport mode brings more sportiness to the steering, 
offers a specific pedal mapping and even enhances 
the engine sound.

AUTOMATIC 8-SPEED TRANSMISSION
Sportiness meets comfort: the automatic 8-speed 
transmission with shift paddles2 improves efficiency 
and further enhances your driving fun.
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1 Energy consumption Corsa-e (combined) 16,5–16,8 kWh/100 km, CO2 emission 0 g/km, range (combined) 329 km to 337 km (depending on equipped options). The range and electric consumption figures mentioned comply 
with the WLTP test procedure, on the basis of which new vehicles are type-approved from 1 September 2018. They may vary depending on actual conditions of use and on different factors such as: speed, thermal comfort on 
board of the vehicle, driving style and outside temperature. The charging time depends in particular on the power of the charger on board of the vehicle, the charging cable and the type and power of the charging station 
used. Please contact your dealer for further information.

2 Theoretical value calculated based on 329 km to 337 km WLTP range (depending on equipped options). At a DC fast charger (100 kW). Reflects charging from empty. The charging time may vary according to the type and 
power of the charging station, the outside temperature at the charging point and the battery temperature.

3 Available with Multimedia Navi or Multimedia Navi Pro.

OPEL e-SERVICES
From charging options to mobility services: Opel 
services for electric vehicles offer a smooth and 
carefree start into e-mobility.

UP TO 337 KM RANGE.
The Opel Corsa-e is the future-ready city car that runs exclusively on electricity via on-board 
batteries and gives you an impressive 337-km range (WLTP)1 without recharging. Perfect for 
your everyday use. Enjoy additional privileges like exemption from parking fees, extra parking 
spaces for electric cars plus free travel on bus lanes and other restricted routes! Simply plug 
and play for an electrifying, noise-free experience.

MADE EASY.

CHARGING OPTIONS
Quick and easy: charge your Corsa-e 
battery up to 80 % in 30 minutes2 only, 
at specifically designed wall boxes, 
public charging stations or regular 
home sockets.

e-INFO3

From battery status to energy usage: the 
easy-to-understand vehicle data monitors 
provide the driver with the best possible 
overview in order to ensure maximum range 
and efficiency.
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14 *Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.

INTELLIGENT 
SAFETY FEATURES.
SMART AND SAFE.
The Opel Corsa supports you with intelligent safety features and foresighted 
driver assistance systems – for a much safer and stressless driving experience.

ACTIVE LANE KEEP ASSIST*

One step closer to autonomous driving, making 
your life both safer and more comfortable during 
monotonous highway driver: it intelligently and 
proactively helps steer and keeps your Corsa 
centred within its marked lane.

ADVANCED PARK ASSIST*

Easier parking. The Advanced Park Assist feature 
detects parking spaces and manages the steering 
wheel. You just have to accelerate and brake.

AUTOMATIC CRUISE CONTROL* 

Enables you a stressless driving experience. 
It automatically accelerates or decelerates 
and helps to maintain a safe distance to the 
car ahead at all times.
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DIGITAL CLUSTER*

Enjoy an intuitive and easy-to-use infotainment 
system while staying focused on the road ahead. 
The full digital cluster informs you about speed, 
navigation and much more, right where you need 
it – in front of your eyes.

INTELLILUX LED MATRIX® HEADLIGHTS*

First-in-class IntelliLux LED Matrix® headlights give 
you high-beam visibility without disturbing other 
drivers. Enjoy excellent lighting in any situation 
with up to 30 % improved performance versus 
standard LED headlamps.

180° PANORAMIC REAR VIEW CAMERA* 

Provides a 180° overhead view of the back of your 
Corsa and what’s around it. You’ll be a reversing 
pro before you know it.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model.
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PREMIUM COMFORT.

JOYFUL CONVENIENCE.
Once you have taken your seat, you never 
want to get up anymore. A driver massage 
function* is available on Corsa’s leather 
seats so you arrive relaxed even after long 
journeys. HEATED SEATING*

It’s always nice to get a warm 
welcome. Three-level heated 
seating* indulges you and your  
co-driver.

HEATED STEERING WHEEL*

The heated steering wheel delivers 
extra comfort all the way up to the 
fingertips.

ELECTRONIC CLIMATE CONTROL*
With intuitive controls, it automatically adjusts the 
temperature to maintain your preferred interior 
climate.

KEYLESS OPEN AND START*
With the simple Keyless Open and Start 
system, just get in and go without needing 
to locate your car keys – as long as they’re 
in your pocket, bag or somewhere close.
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STAY CONNECTED.
SEAMLESS AND INTUITIVE.
Touch screen*, Apple CarPlayTM** and Android AutoTM**. 
The infotainment systems* in the Corsa give you all the 
freedom of communication and entertainment, including 
Voice Control* and Bluetooth® audio streaming*. 
Additionally, Opel Connect* provides clever services to 
make every journey easy and enjoyable.

MULTIMEDIA NAVI PRO*

Premium multimedia and navigation 
system with 10˝ colour touch screen,  
3-D navigation that provides real-time 
traffic information and navigation 
services for Europe.
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OPELCONNECT SERVICES***.
A smart range of services delivering a new degree of safety and support 
helps you stay connected on the road – also when driving electric.
Peace of mind:  
Emergency Call, Breakdown Call and Vehicle Status and Information.
Convenience:  
Remote Functions for door locks, horn and lights, Open and Start with Smart 
Device. Our additional services for electric vehicles: e-remote Control, Trip 
Planner and Charging Pass – we keep you going!
Smart driving:  
Enjoy a relaxed ride thanks to Live Navigation and Trip and Drive Management.

*Available as an option, standard equipment or not available, dependent on model. 
**Apple CarPlayTM is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. registered in the US and other countries.
Android AutoTM is a registered trademark of Google Inc. Compatibility and certain functionalities may differ 
depending on type of device and version of operating system. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of 
Bluetooth SIG Inc. May require an accessory for the smartphone. Inductive charging only with PMA or Qi 

compatible smartphones. 
***OpelConnect Services availability differs from country to country and from vehicle to vehicle. Services might 
require a subscription/fee.

WIRELESS CHARGING* 

Charge your smartphone without 
a cable. Just put your smartphone 
as usual in the storage area and be 
sure you stay connected with your 
friends.

MULTIMEDIA NAVI* 

Multimedia and navigation system 
with colour touch screen with real-
time traffic information, 
Apple CarPlayTM1,3 and 
Android AutoTM2,3.
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SPORTY AND ATHLETIC
Choose the SRi trim and enjoy our 
sporty number. Boasting a distinctive 
exterior design, the interior 
complements your athletic side with 
sports seats, alloy sports pedals, black 
headliner and full digital cluster. It’s 
also available in SRi Premium trim, 
loaded with even more comfort and 
technology features.

MAKE IT YOURS.
CORSA PERSONALITIES.
Whether you like it more sporty or elegant: 
celebrate your own individuality. The Corsa 
offers refined trims that perfectly meet your 
personal style and character,.
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ELEGANT AND REFINED
The Elegance trim offers you an extra level of luxury. Its 
elegant exterior is highlighted with a chrome grille, chrome 
belt line, full LED headlights and LED fog lamps. Inside, driver 
and passengers enjoy refined materials and ambient lighting, 
adding to the feeling of calm elegance.
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INTERIOR TRIMS.
The Opel Corsa’s interior 
brings a choice of different 
trims, made of high-quality 
materials, according to the 
Corsa version you choose. 

See our detailed 
specification sheet for 
further details.

*Trims available as standard, 
optional or not available 
according to version chosen.

Fabric seats in Marvel Black with inner and outer bolsters 
in Mistral and Jet Black Light with Dark Titanium stitching.

Fabric seats in Captain Blue with inner 
bolsters and premium leather effect 
outer bolsters in Mistral with Jet Black 
Light stitching.

Fabric seats in Marvel Black with inner and outer bolsters 
and premium leather effect chamfer in Mistral and fabric 
V-shape in Signal Red with Dark Titanium stitching.

Perforated leather seats with inner bolsters 
and premium leather effect outer bolsters 
in Mistral with Jet Black Light stitching.
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Summit White

Diamond Black1

Moonstone Grey1

Quartz Grey1

Navy Blue1

Voltaic Blue1

Hot Red1

Power Orange1

1 Metallic finish. Available as an optional extra.

COLOURS.
Stand out in the crowd – choose from 8 striking 
colours to complement your personal style.
See our detailed specification sheet for further 
details.

*Colours available as standard, optional or not 
available according to version and powertrain chosen.
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16˝ steel wheel, flush wheel 
cover design, Silver1,2

16˝ alloy wheel, 4-double-spoke 
design, Silver

16˝ alloy wheel, 8-spoke-design, 
Silver 

16˝ alloy wheel, 4-double-spoke 
design, Silver 

16˝ alloy wheel, 4-double-spoke 
design, High Gloss Black

17˝ alloy wheel, 4-double-spoke 
design, Silver 

17˝ alloy wheel, 4-double-spoke 
design, High Gloss Black

17˝ alloy wheel, 5-double-spoke 
‘Diamond Cut’ design, High 
Gloss Black 

 16˝ alloy wheel, 5-spoke bi-colour 
design, Silver/Black3

17˝ alloy wheel, 5-spoke bi-colour 
aero design, Silver/High Gloss Black3

1 Steel wheel design is available in 15˝ and 16˝. 
2 Also available for Corsa-e.
3 Only for Corsa-e.
*Wheels available as standard, optional or 
not available according to version and 
powertrain chosen.

WHEELS.
Head-turning design: Opel Corsa’s wheels from 15 to 17 inches*. See our detailed specification sheet for further details.
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ACCESSORIES.
Personalize your Corsa – with a wide range of original OPEL+
accessories that add a dash of design sharpness or increased 
comfort.

COLOUR DECALS
Add these dynamic-looking decals 
to the hood and the roof for an 
extra-sporty edge. Available in 
black or white.

MIRROR CAPS
Give the side mirrors of your Opel 
Corsa a new look with the mirror 
caps in four different colours and 
finishes.

GS EXTERIOR PACK KIT
Spice up the look of your Opel Corsa with 
this set of stylish add-ons consisting of 
special side skirts and fascia attachments 
for the front and rear in a high-gloss 
black finish.

17˝ ALLOY WHEELS AND WHEEL CLIPS
Complete the sporting appearance of your Corsa with 
the specific accessory alloy wheels. Change their look 
with dedicated wheel clips in white, black, red or blue.

COLOUR LOGO BARS
Choose your preferred colour logo bar attachments 
from a range of different colours and finishes.
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FLOOR MATS
Floor mats keep the car clean and help 
towards protecting the original carpet.

INTERIOR TRIM KIT
Personalize the Corsa’s interior with the exchangeable dashboard 
signature panels. Available in several different finishes and colours.

FLEXCONNECT FOLDING TABLE
An all-purpose modular system. Simply 
connect the desired accessory to the 
adapter and enjoy your trip. The foldaway 
tray offers a stable resting place for 
your personal items. Includes an integrated 
cup holder.
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Some feature descriptions in this brochure may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. Models shown are illustrated using left-hand-drive versions. The information 
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to print. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment.
The colours printed in the brochure only approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles can vary outside the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Recycling: information on Design for Environment, our take-back network and the recycling of End of Life Vehicles can be found on www.opel.com. For precise information on the equipment provided on our 
vehicles, please contact your local Opel partner.




